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About This Content

The Battlerite soundtrack features around 90 minutes of epic music made exclusively for the game and Battlerite promotion
videos. Composed by Johan Ilves and Aleksandria Migova, who also composed the music for “Dead Island: Epidemic” and

have a history in electronic music compositions.

Tracklist:

[1] Intro Theme

[2] The Elders

[3] Lost Heroes

[4] Alive

[5] Calling the Champions

[6] Mountain Spirit

[7] 500 Years Later

[8] The Other Lands
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[9] Legends Of Quna

[10] Warrior Pride

[11] Rituals

[12] Beyond The Gate

[13] End Of Time

[14] Battle Ghost

[15] Secrets of Silverdeep

[16] Champions Rising

[17] Last Man Standing

[18] Sudden Death Theme

[19] Victory Theme

[20] Blackstone Arena Theme

[21] Mount Araz Theme

[22] Orman Temple Theme

[23] Dragon Garden Theme

[24] Sky Ring Theme

[25] Frozen Mists

Bonus tracks:

[1] 500 Years Later (Trailer Edit)

[2] Far Away (Trailer Edit)

[3] E3 Trailer (Trailer Edit)

[4] The Arena (Trailer Edit)

[5] For Rasal (Trailer Edit)

[6] Champions Rising (Trailer Edit)

[7] The Twisted Terror (Trailer Edit)

[8] Destiny The Sky Ranger (Trailer Edit)

[9] Zander The Magnificent Magician (Trailer Edit)
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I'm so disappointed by this game not only did it have a meh story but the gameplay.. oh god the gameplay. For a HOG it's okay
it does it's game keeps you playing with puzzles and HO games. The problem is the HO games are boring always darkily lit and
not interesting. Another problem is that sometimes the items will be in the background but they won't be noticable unless you
play on Normal. It's the first game in a while I had to pass on Advanced. Also thank god for the lack of achievements so I don't
have to try for that. Also if all these problems weren't bad enough the game ends on a Cliffhanger. So even if your enjoyed the
story it doesn't get resolved.. I recommend this game for true fans of Role Play. If however your take on a RPG is Diablo or
Torchlight, forget it.

There is probably more storyline in this small download than in the entire Skyrim. There are many long hours of play ahead. I
did a restart about 2/3 of the way through as my party was not strong enough and I had not distributed t6he party stats well,
combined I have nearly spent as many hours now on this game as I did with DragonAge inquisition.
Despite the old school graphics there is quite variety of terrain to explore.

The character development is good and straddles the boundary between too simple or too complex well. I suggest you pay
attention to creating a balanced party, which is also an area that I feel could be improved. It is too easy to create parties that will
simply not work. Having a bow user sounds great, but the game is heavily weighted to swords.
Another area which could be improved is the character conversation scripts. Old storylines do not disappear and too often you
get into a dialogue that you have already been through a million times before with the NPC – it is almost as if the same people
that wrote the NPC scripting for Divinity Original Sin did this one too.

. Easily the best Telltale game I've played by far.

Sure, the Walking Dead, Wolf Among Us and Game of Thrones were all fantastic but it didn't really feel like your choices
mattered much in the long run. And yet in this you can let key characters die which will drastically change the outcome, would
you rather let an old friend that betrays you die or spare them to get 9 million in the end? Or maybe let one of your best friends
die as payback for her betraying you? These are just 2 examples of choices that really do have consequences.

While there is more talking than action, this feels like a true Borderlands game and ties in with the previous titles fantastically,
bringing in old favourites or introducing new, incredible characters. The game perfectly blends, action, comedy, and humour
together, almost effortlessly. You'll go from laughing to crying at the most unexpected times.

The voice acting and animation, everything about this game is near perfect, I don't recall many instances of the frame rate
dropping like in previous Telltale games. As for as the voice acting, it's one hell of a cast: consisting of some truly stellar voice
actors like Patrick Warburton, Troy Baker, Nolan North, and Laura Bailey. Telltale couldn't have picked a finer crew.

Finally, the references in this game are just amazing, especially the Power Rangers one towards the end of the final episode..
Good game but kinda hard I guess >.<. This is an okay Solitaire game. Gives you plenty of coins to use power ups. 103 levels to
complete the game, not very challenging so you can get though pretty quick.. Please someone help me, I can't start the game, it
keeps crshing.. Love the game, it's the highlight of the party. Only problem is that in survival mode, when I use a gernade on the
worms the game seems to crash. Everytime. Hopefully a fix will be madee for this soon.. This game came recommended by a
friend who may or may not know the developer. I am a big fan of roguelikes, especially stuff like Nethack...but im also into
space games so this one really hit the nail on the head, as they say. Its a very easy quick game to dive into, with some interesting
mysterious objects and encounters. At one point I found an object that opened up some sort of hole in the floor and it went to a
cutscene between my char and some of the other npcs you can play. Really cool little touches like that are fun!. oynayıp
göreceğiz hadi bakalım :). Honestly one of the best point and click games I have ever played, you can do so many things you
didnt expect was even possible, and the story is quite interesting. The game has 3 paths you can take, around 3-4 hours of
gameplay for each path (9-12 hours total)

Note that the game is not scary, but it does have creepy music and some disturbing scenes (and quite a bit of blood)

I would definitely recommend this game, 9.5/10
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This game is bad that even OBS cannot stream it :). Game is OK but could be better, I hope they add joystick support and
improve the graphices, this game does not need the recomended graphics hardware as it does not use it. I am undecided if I
would recomed this game at this time but I will definately check back soon.. One of those games you will play two or three
times to see the different outcomes and will think "yeah... that was...neat" afterwards. But for the very fair indie price, you don`t
make a mistake. It is very story-driven, not much pointing and clicking and no classic puzzles, just atmosphere, story and
decisions. Which is exactly what I personally prefer, and the style and atmosphere of this game is top notch. The location
backgrounds are drawn in a pretty unique childrens book style and the speed and pacing of the game is laid back and relaxed,
which goes along with the graphics style very well. The character models and animations are a bit disappointing, though. Only
the protagonist ever moves, there are no animations aside from walking, and one character is drawn so distant and small, that I
could hardly make out the line where the cap ended and the head began.
The voice acting isn`t that strong, either. It works well for the protagonist and okay for most of the other characters, but the
quality is incoherent and I could clearly hear it was recorded by a standard mic in front of an opened text file by amateurs - with
different backgrounds, so sometimes it sounds studio-like, sometimes more like a bathroom.
The accentuation isn`t on the spot all the time, at times it was clear the actors were missing any context and downright
misinterpreted a sentence at all. A pity and I think, most of this mistakes could have been prevented with a little more planning
ahead. But, when all is said and done, none of this weak spots damaged the experience for me. I was hooked all throughout - but
you should have an interest in slow and silent games, because this isn`t Telltales Walking Dead ...

The premise is actually one of the strongest features this game offers, it is very original, emotionally moving and interesting,
leaving you to wonder not just about the fate but also about the heritage of your missing mother. In the end, it will be a "is it?"
or "is it not?" kind of dichotomy, where you continue to think about the hints you stumbled upon during the game and have to
make your own decision whether it was or it wasn`t ;). Good DLC that adds a big area to the game.. Great racing game, best
racing AI so far, also 2 player coop championship vs 22 ai and online multiplayer with 16 players and 8 AI for a full 24 car grid.
Also has proving grounds where you have to set a time at certain challenges with global / friends leaderboards.. not my type of
game.. maybe for other users
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